People always look up to individuals who are professionals and who were able to prove their worth in education. The teacher who is also addressed as educator may have an attractive picture on the eyes of the public, should we say be an awe-inspiring teacher.

To win the admiration of the people around, the teacher should exhibit traits that are truly unique, distinctive and admirable. The expectations from a teacher are indeed so high and these are truly realizable and possible and not even a plague could hinder them.

One great attribute that a teacher makes him or her awe-inspiring in this time is that he or she remains optimistic. The teacher looks at things positively. Though there is a prevalent disease in the world, the teacher sighs with hope and optimism. A teacher always boosts the morale and confidence of the learners and tells that they have to go on studying despite the COVID 19 contagion.

Another attribute that a teacher possesses during this pandemic is that of resilience. A resilient teacher is strong and tough in times of trials or difficult situations. Though it is very hard to teach the learners and getting their full attention using the alternative modes, the teacher remains steadfast and unshakeable from the hardships in reproducing learning resources and in reaching out for learners and parents.

Teachers are so passionate in the things that they do. The passion for work is very evident in teachers during the pandemic. Despite of the impending harm or danger that may come, still they found their ways to perform their jobs and they still do their
responsibilities either physically or virtually in order to continue serving the educational clientele with the application of teaching and learning approaches.

It is evident that teachers are trusting. They are even empowering the parents to guide their children during home schooling. Teachers entrusted various activities and tasks to parents for they believe in their capabilities and convincing powers. Moreover, teachers trust the students that they may handle the given instructions to do the activity sheets and may answer all assessments accurately and honestly.

Teachers are awe-inspiring because they are altruistic. They think first of the welfare of the learners, being the top priority. They have sacrifices and sleepless nights just to finish in preparing the learning materials, in furnishing learning resources, in checking outputs, and in computing the grades of the learners.

Teachers are also well-known during this time for being innovative and creative. They are innovative because they make use of the latest technology in producing novel learning resources for the students. They are creative because they are able to transform the teaching-learning set-up with much more appealing touches like combining modalities for better teaching and yielding better interactive activities for the schoolchildren.

Teachers are truly awe-inspiring for they keep on being positive, resilient, passionate, trusting, altruistic, innovate and creative during this time of pandemic. Indeed, teachers make a difference and perform at their best during this time of COVID 19.
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